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Abstract

Modeling of a near-field concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) microsystem is carried out to investigate the use of STPV-
based solid-state energy conversion as high power density MEMS power generator. Near-field radiation can be realized between two
closely separated surfaces (order of radiation characteristic wavelength), resulting in the enhancement of the heat radiation flux orders
of magnitudes higher than the blackbody limit, consequently increasing cell output power density. The near-field STPV model incorpo-
rates a photonic crystal absorber which transfers absorbed concentrated solar radiation to a tungsten emitter. Thermal radiation from
the emitter illuminates an In0:18Ga0:82Sb photovoltaic (PV) cell generating electrical power; waste heat is rejected from the backside of the
PV cell via a microcooler. Based on the model, the near-field STPV performance is estimated for different emitter-to-PV cell separation
distances dc, emitter temperatures T e, and emitter/absorber area ratios AR. Results from the numerical study showed significant enhance-
ment of the heat fluxes due to tunneling of the near-field radiation, resulting in power densities as high as 60 W=cm2 which is 30 times
higher than the equivalent far-field power density for dc ¼ 20 nm; T e ¼ 2000 K and solar concentration of �4350. For a emitter/ab-
sorber area ratio of AR ¼ 1, the emitter/absorber thermal efficiency and the overall solar to electrical conversion efficiency were 73%
and 15.5%, respectively. Higher power densities are achievable (up to 50 times that of far-field values) however cooling requirements
and solar concentration could be a concern.
� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The world market for products incorporating micro and
nanosystems is expected to exceed $1 trillion dollars by
2020. This trend, along with global efforts to reduce our
carbon footprint in favor of using renewable energy
sources such as the sun, points to the need for research in
small-scale, solid-state, and clean energy-based portable
power generation for integrated micro/nanosystem devices
such as consumer portable electronics, remote sensing
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devices, unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomous robots,
and BioMEMS devices. One of the most promising porta-
ble power generation alternative to batteries and micro-
engines is near-field radiation transfer enabled
concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) microsys-
tem. Unlike conventional solar photovoltaics (SPV), a con-
centrated STPV system converts solar radiation to
electricity using heat as an intermediary through a thermal-
ly coupled absorber/emitter (Fig. 1) and has one of the
highest solar-to-electricity conversion efficiency limits
(�85.4%) while presenting opportunities for thermal
storage.
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Nomenclature

GE electric dyadic Green’s function
GH magnetic dyadic Green’s function
AR emitter to absorber area ratio
Aa absorber surface area
Ae emitter surface area
Dh carrier diffusion coefficient for holes
De carrier diffusion coefficient for electrons
Eb blackbody emissive power
Eg band-gap energy
J0 dark current
Jph photoelectric current
Ldp;n depletion region width in n-doped region
Ldp;p depletion region width in p-doped region
N a acceptor concentration
N d donor concentration
P electric electrical power output from the PV cell
P m maximum PV cell output electric power
QEmitter!PV net near-field radiation power emit-

ted from emitter surface to PV cell
QPV!emitter net near-field radiation power emit-

ted from PV cell to emitter surface
Qcooling heat rejected from the PV cell
Qloss;Env;a total heat lost by the absorber to the environ-

ment
Qloss;Env;e total heat lost by the emitter to the environment
Qsolar;abs total absorbed solar radiation
Qsolar;inc total incident solar radiation
Qsolar;ref total reflected solar radiation
Sh minority holes surface recombination rate
Se minority electrons surface recombination rate
V 0 equilibrium built-in voltage of p–n junction
V f forward bias voltage
dc separation distance between emit-

ter and PV cell
kb Boltzmann constant
kz;1 component of wave vector normal to the sur-

face in body 1 (in z direction)
k00z;1 imaginary component of wave vector compo-

nent normal to the surface in body 1
km wave vector in vacuum
kq component of wave vector parallel to the sur-

face
n0 equilibrium electron concentration
nsuns number of suns (i.e., solar concentration)
p0 equilibrium hole concentration

qsolar;inc spectral incident solar radiation
zc coordinate of point where radiation is calculat-

ed
Dn excess minority electrons concentration
Dp excess minority holes concentration
Gðz;xÞ local electron–hole gen-

eration rate for a given photon angular fre-
quency

T temperature
V volume
e electron charge (elementary charge)
n minority electrons concentration
p minority holes concentration
x fraction of Ga in the alloy In1�xGaxSb
E electric field vector
H magnetic field vector
J local thermally induced current density vector
S Poynting vector
r position vector

Greek

eS static relative permittivity
e00r imaginary component of relative permittivity
em vacuum permittivity
gSTPV conversion efficiency of solar thermophoto-

voltaic system
gTPV conversion efficiency of thermophotovoltaic sys-

tem
gabsorber=emitter absorber/emitter thermal efficiency
kT wavelength of peak thermal radiation
le;h mobility of minority electrons/holes
lm vacuum permeability
sh minority holes lifetime
se minority electrons lifetime
xg band-gap frequency
�a absorber spectral emissivity
�e emitter spectral emissivity
�h circular Planck’s constants
H mean energy of Planck’s oscillator
d Dirac-delta function
e dielectric function
k radiation wavelength
q spectral reflectivity
x radiation angular frequency (rad/s)
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While conventional SPV systems only utilize a portion
of the solar spectrum efficiently, STPVs can overcome the
Shockley–Queisser single-junction PV limit (Harder and
Wurfel, 2003; Shockley and Queisser, 1961). This can be
illustrated by investigating the photovoltaic (PV) cell
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quantum efficiency (Fig. 1d), which is at its maximum for
incident photons having energy just above the band-gap
energy; hence it is beneficial to illuminate the PV cell with
radiation within that range. Wide solar spectrum can be
converted to a narrower one by introducing an
ld concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic microsystem: Part I – Model-
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Fig. 1. Near-field STPV system layout; (a) planar arrangement and (b) cylindrical arrangement. Energy flux components are explained in nomenclature.
(c) Near-field STPV system enclosure with qualitative illustration of propagating and evanescent waves’ intensity as a function of distance from emitting
surface. (d) Solar spectrum (AM 1.5D) and near-field radiation spectrum with the same total integrated power, both compared to the cell quantum
efficiency. (e) Tantalum photonic crystal emissivity as a function of radiation wavelength (Rinnerbauer et al., 2013).
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intermediate surface between the solar radiation and PV
cell to modify the spectrum (Fig. 1d), hence the concept
of thermophotovoltaics. STPV is also considered more
flexible than conventional SPV as it can be operated with
external heat source (i.e., combustion) in the absence of
solar irradiance.

STPV has been investigated theoretically and
experimentally; a comprehensive review of the literature
Please cite this article in press as: Elzouka, M., Ndao, S. Towards a near-fie
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can be found in Datas (2011). Most recent efforts to
improve the performance of STPVs aim to develop selec-
tive absorbers and emitters either by selecting materials
with a favorable inherent selective emission (Yugami
et al., 2000) or through surface nanoengineering (e.g., pho-
tonic crystals) (Lenert et al., 2014a,b; Rinnerbauer et al.,
2012). In the present research, we investigate the effect of
near-field thermal radiation on the performance of an
ld concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic microsystem: Part I – Model-
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STPV; it is important to note that such study has not been
performed yet in the open literature. Near-field thermal
radiation transfer becomes important when the spacing
(optical cavity spacing) between the emitter and the PV
cells is reduced to below the characteristic wavelength of
thermal radiation (unlike conventional STPV systems that
generally have optical cavity spacing in the order of a few
millimeters, thus limited by Plank’s blackbody radiation).
Thermally excited electromagnetic waves are of two types,
namely, propagating waves and evanescent waves. Plank’s
law of blackbody radiation only accounts for propagating
electromagnetic waves. On the other hand, evanescent
waves are non-propagating waves that decay away from
a radiating surface. However when two objects are brought
close enough within a distance proportional to the nominal
wavelength of thermal radiation, near-field effects due to
the tunneling of evanescent waves become important,
resulting in the enhancement of radiative heat transfer
above Plank’s blackbody limit.

Near-field radiative heat transfer has been extensively
studied theoretically and recently a few experimental meth-
ods for measuring the near-field heat transfer have been
proposed. Kittel et al. (2005) performed measurements of
the near-field heat transfer between the tip of a thermal
profiler and planar material surfaces; their results agree
with theoretical calculations above 10 nm. Hu et al.
(2008) reported measurements of radiative heat transfer
between parallel glass surfaces separated by nanoparticles.
The measured heat transfer exceeded what’s predicted by
Planck’s blackbody law. Shen et al. (2009) measured the
heat flux between a microsphere and a flat surface separat-
ed by a 30 nm gap. The corresponding heat transfer coeffi-
cients at such distance were three orders of magnitude
larger than that of the blackbody radiation limit.

Near-field thermophotovoltaic (TPV) has been also
investigated in the literature theoretically and experimen-
tally (DiMatteo, 2003). Basu et al. (2009) provided a thor-
ough review of the applications of near-field TPV devices
to energy conversion, including their advantages over cur-
rent technologies. A recent near-field TPV numerical model
is presented in Bright et al. (2014) and Francoeur et al.
(2011). Experimental work has demonstrated the feasibility
of near-field TPV with reported 10x increase in power den-
sity and 30–35% fractional increase in conversion efficiency
based on a 0.55 eV InGaAs diode (DiMatteo, 2003).

In the present study, numerical modeling of a near-field
concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic (STPV) system is
presented. Model layout is illustrated in Fig. 1c, solar
radiation is concentrated via Fresnel lens and collected
by a 2D tantalum photonic crystal absorber. From the
absorber, heat is conducted to a tungsten emitter which
reradiates the absorbed solar radiation as thermal radia-
tion with a spectrum matching closely the PV cell’s quan-
tum efficiency (illustrated in Fig. 1d). To eliminate
convection losses and prevent oxidation of the high tem-
perature emitter and absorber, the STPV system is placed
in an enclosure under vacuum. The emitter and PV cell
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are brought very close to each other (separation distance
is in the same order as the radiation characteristic wave-
length) to explore the effects of near-field radiation. The
numerical model consists of three interdependent parts:
modeling of near-field thermal radiation to estimate the
power transfer from the emitter to the PV cell; modeling
of the absorber/emitter to estimate the net energy absorbed
from the incident solar irradiance; and modeling of the PV
cell to determine the photocurrent generated and cooling
requirement corresponding to absorbed near-field thermal
radiation from the emitter.

2. Theory

2.1. Near-field thermal radiation

Thermal radiation is customarily treated as a surface
phenomenon which is analyzed using surface emissivity
(Howell et al., 2010). This approach is quite acceptable
when the problem characteristic dimension is much larger
than radiation dominating wavelength. But when this con-
dition is violated, the origin of radiation as a bulk phe-
nomenon should be considered. Thermal radiation is
inherent in bulk of all kind of materials; it results from
the field generated due to the chaotic motion of charges
within a material. This can be considered as small dipoles
with random amplitudes and directions (Basu et al.,
2009). The spacing effect on the net heat transfer arises
from two effects that are interrelated (Basu et al., 2009).
The first is wave interference due to multiple reflections
inside the separation distance dc that is important when
it is close to but greater than kT . The second is due to pho-
ton tunneling that contributes significantly to near-field
energy transfer when dc < kT , which results from total
internal reflection (Zhang, 2007). To investigate radiation
as a bulk phenomenon, radiation should be dealt with as
electromagnetic wave via the fluctuation–dissipation theo-
rem. According to the fluctuation–dissipation theorem,
thermal emission is originated from the fluctuating currents
induced by the random thermal motion of charges, known
as thermally induced dipoles (Rytov et al., 1989). This cur-
rent induces electromagnetic waves which can be estimated
via stochastic Maxwell equations. The fluctuation electro-
dynamics combines the fluctuation–dissipation theorem
with stochastic Maxwell’s equations to fully describe the
emission, propagation, and absorption of thermal radia-
tion in both the near and far field (Rytov et al., 1989).
The random thermal fluctuations produce a spatial- and
time-dependent electric current density J x; tð Þ inside the
medium whose time average is zero (otherwise any hot
body will experience net electric current).

The most common technique adopted in near-field ther-
mal radiation calculations is to express the fields in terms of
dyadic Green’s functions (DGFs). Using the method of
potentials (Francoeur and Pinar Mengüç, 2008;
Narayanaswamy and Chen, 2005), the electric and magnet-
ic fields can be expressed as
ld concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic microsystem: Part I – Model-
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E r;xð Þ ¼ ixlm

Z d

V
V 0GE r; r0;xð Þ:Jrðr0;xÞ; ð1Þ

H r;xð Þ ¼
Z d

V
V 0GH r; r0;xð Þ:Jrðr0;xÞ: ð2Þ

The ensemble average of the fluctuating current densities
corresponding to emitter temperature T can be estimated
by fluctuation–dissipation theorem (Rytov et al., 1989)

J r
a r0;xð ÞJ r�

b r00;x0ð Þ ¼xeme00r xð Þ
p

H x;Tð Þd r0 � r00ð Þd x�x0ð Þdab;

ð3Þ

where H x; Tð Þ is the mean energy of Planck’s oscillator

H x; Tð Þ ¼ �hx
exp �hx=kbTð Þ � 1

; ð4Þ

subscripts a and b indicate the two different directions of
thermally induced current, dðr0 � r00Þ represents the
assumption that fluctuations at two different points are cor-
related in the limit r00 ! r0; dðx� x0Þ indicates that spectral
components of fluctuation currents are uncorrelated, and
dab accounts for the assumption of isotropic media. Ener-
gy flux associated with the electromagnetic wave propaga-
tion can be estimated from the Poynting vector (Chen,
2005)

hSðr;xiÞ ¼ 4 � 1

2
� Re hE r;xð Þ �H� r;xð Þf gi: ð5Þ

This expression of the Poynting vector is four times larg-
er than its customary definition since only the positive fre-
quencies are considered in the Fourier decomposition of
the time-dependent fields into frequency-dependent quanti-
ties (Zhang, 2007). Substitution of Eqs. (1)–(3) into Eq. (5),
carrying out the analytic integration along the source vol-
ume, and considering the z-component of Poynting vector
(due to azimuthal symmetry), we get an expression for the
near-field radiation flux from a semi-infinite body
(Francoeur, 2010)
q1!2 zc;xð Þ ¼ k2
mH x; Tð Þ

2p2
Re ie00r;1 xð Þ

Z 1

0

kq

k00z;1

gE
1!2;qq kq; zc;x

� �
gH�

1!2;hq kq; zc;x
� �

þgE
1!2;qz kq; zc;x

� �
gH�

1!2;hz kq; zc;x
� �

�gE
1!2;hh kq; zc;x

� �
gH�

1!2;qh kq; zc;x
� �

2
664

3
775dkq

8>><
>>:

9>>=
>>;
; ð6Þ
where q1!2 zc;xð Þ is the monochromatic radiative heat flux
calculated at location z ¼ zc and measured from the emit-
ting surface along the z-direction in the receiver (body 2)
and g are the components of dyadic green function.

In the present near-field STPV model, near-field thermal
radiation was estimated between the emitter (Tungsten)
and the PV cell (In1�xGaxSbÞ. Tungsten dielectric constant
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is adopted from Palik (1991), while In1�xGaxSb is used for
the PV cell. The dielectric constant of In1�xGaxSb was
calculated using the dielectric constant for GaSb and InSb
combined with Vegard’s law,

ealloy xð Þ ¼ xeGaSb þ 1� xð ÞeInSb � x 1� xð ÞCB; ð7Þ
where CB is the Bowing constant that accounts for devia-
tions from the linear interpolation due to lattice disorders
(Gonzalez-Cuevas et al., 2007). For the present study, the
Bowing constant is omitted. Dielectric constants of InSb
and GaSb are taken from Adachi (1999).
2.2. Photovoltaic cell

The purpose of modeling PV cell is to find out the output
photocurrent corresponding to the local thermal radiation
absorption. It is found from theoretical and semi-empirical
modeling that for an STPV illuminated with black body at
temperatures 1500–1800 �C, the optimum range for PV cell
band-gap energy is 0.4–0.6 eV (Luque and Viacheslav,
2007). For this study, In0:18Ga0:82Sb composition is used
and has a band-gap energy of 0.56 eV (Park et al., 2008).

Current generated as a response of cell illumination can
be estimated once the minority carrier concentration distri-
bution is known, this is done by solving the excess minority
carrier steady state diffusion equation (i.e., electrons in p-
doped sides and holes in the n-doped side) (Refaat, 2006)

De
@2Dnðz;xÞ

@z2
þ Gðz;xÞ � Dn z;xð Þ

sn
¼ 0; ð8Þ

Dh
@2Dpðz;xÞ

@z2
þ Gðz;xÞ � Dp z;xð Þ

sh
¼ 0; ð9Þ

which is valid for low injection conditions and no external

voltage. The term D @2D
@z2 is the carrier conservation term,

Gðz;xÞ is the local generation rate of carriers (i.e., source
term) and D

s is the recombination rate of excess minority

carriers (i.e., sink term). Estimation of minority carrier dif-
fusion coefficients De;h is done by relating them to the car-
rier mobility le;h via Einstein’s relation
De;h ¼
le;hkbT c

e
: ð10Þ

The mobility of In1�xGaxSb was calculated from
Vegard’s law (Eq. (7)) with the InSb and GaSb mobility
values calculated from Refaat (2006). The diffusion coeffi-
cient for minority holes is estimated at Dh ¼ 18:3 cm2=s
ld concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic microsystem: Part I – Model-
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and for minority electrons at De ¼ 35:18 cm2=s. The gen-
eration rate of electron hole pairs is given by Bright et al.
(2014):

G z;xð Þ ¼ � 1

�hx
@q z;xð Þ
@z

; ð11Þ

where @q z;xð Þ
@z represents radiation power absorbed per unit

volume surrounding an element sliced at depth z. The min-
ority carrier lifetime, s, has three components correspond-
ing to the recombination mechanisms: non-radiative SRH
recombination, non-radiative Auger recombination, and
radiative recombination. For In0:18Ga0:82Sb at 300 K, the
total minority carrier lifetimes of electrons and holes are
5.5 ns and 30.3 ns respectively (Francoeur, 2010).

The minority carrier diffusion equation is solved outside
of the depletion region for p-doped and n-doped regions
separately with the following boundary conditions for p-
doped and n-doped regions (Francoeur, 2010) (refer to
Fig. 2):

Dn zdp;p;x
� �

¼ 0;De
@Dn z;xð Þ

@z

����
z¼z1

¼ SeDn; ð12Þ

Dp zdp;n;x
� �

¼ 0;Dh
@Dp z;xð Þ

@z

����
z¼z2

¼ �ShDp; ð13Þ

where Se and Sh are surface recombination velocities for
the minority electron and hole respectively. For this
-

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Near-field TPV cell schematic; (a) near-field thermal radiation flux
penetration depth. (b) TPV cell composed of thermal emitter illuminating a P
Lp ¼ 0:4 lm and dopant concentration 1019 cm�3, while the n-doped region has
the solid body above the PV cell at distance dc from the cell. The PV cell graphi
carrier) generated moves towards the depletion layer by diffusion and has two
where it becomes a majority carrier and experience negligible recombination w
depletion region with an electron in the n-doped region.
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simulation, it is assumed that Se ¼ 2� 104 m=s and
Sh ¼ 0 (Francoeur, 2010).

The depletion region thickness for the p-doped and n-
doped regions are calculated from Streetman and
Banerjee (2006):

Ldp;p ¼
2esV 0

e
N d

NaðN a þ N dÞ

� �� �0:5

; ð14Þ

Ldp;p ¼
2esV 0

e
Na

NdðNa þ N dÞ

� �� �0:5

; ð15Þ

where V 0 is the p–n junction equilibrium built-in voltage
and can be estimated from

V 0 ¼
kbT c

e
ln

NaNd

N 2
i

� �
; ð16Þ

where T c is the PV cell temperature (assumed to be con-
stant at 300 K) and es is the static relative permittivity cal-
culated by Refaat (2006)

es ¼ 16:8� 1:1xð Þem: ð17Þ

Solving the excess minority carriers diffusion equation
results in the generated photocurrent which has three com-
ponents: the current from minority electrons in p-doped
region, the current from minority holes in n-doped region,
and the current from electron hole pairs generated within
+

through the PV cell depth, dotted horizontal line represents radiation
V cell. The p-doped region of the PV cell (the upper half) has thickness
thickness Ln ¼ 10 lm and dopant concentration 1017 cm�3. The emitter is

c shows electron–hole generation in the n-doped region, the hole (minority
possibilities; to reach the depletion region and cross to the p-doped region
hile contributing in electric current, or to recombine before reaching the
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the depletion region (where recombination is neglected).
These currents can be calculated respectively using
(Francoeur, 2010)

J ph;e xð Þ ¼ �eDe
@Dn
@z

����
zdp;p

; ð18Þ

J ph;h xð Þ ¼ eDh
@Dp
@z

����
zdp;n

; ð19Þ

J ph;depletion xð Þ ¼
Z zdp;n

zdp;p

eG z;xð Þdz: ð20Þ

The total photocurrent generated can be therefore deter-
mined by adding the individual photocurrents

J ph ¼
Z 1

xg

J ph;eðxÞ þ J ph;h xð Þ þ J ph;depletionðxÞ
� �

dx; ð21Þ

where xg is the photon frequency corresponding to the PV
cell band-gap energy Eg. The actual output current is the
difference between the photogenerated current and the
dark current (current generated when the cell is in dark
condition – no electron–hole generation). The dark current
can be calculated by solving the minority carrier diffusion
equation in dark conditions (no electron–hole generation)
(Vaillon et al., 2006). Boundary conditions are the same
as in the illuminated conditions except for the concentra-
tion of minority carriers on edges of depletion region which
are given by:

p zdp;n

� �
¼ p0 expðeV f=kbT cellÞ; ð22Þ

n zdp;p

� �
¼ n0 expðeV f =kbT cellÞ; ð23Þ

where p0 and n0 are the equilibrium hole and electron con-
centrations respectively. The calculated dark current is a
function of voltage only and therefore independent of
radiation frequency (Vaillon et al., 2006). Actual output
current with respect to forward bias voltage is:

J V f

� �
¼ J ph � J 0 V f

� �
: ð24Þ

The cell performance is assessed by the photocurrent
generated, the maximum power density

(P m ¼ max V f � J V f

� �� �
Þ, and the cell conversion

efficiency:

gTPV ¼
P m

QEmitter!PV

: ð25Þ

The rest of radiation power absorbed by the PV cell
which is not converted to electric power is converted to
heat generation within the cell that should be rejected by
a cooling system to keep the PV cell at room temperature
(otherwise cell performance will deteriorate due to
increased recombination rate by the elevated temperature).
The heat rejected depends on the absorbed thermal radia-
tion below band-gap energy (that cannot excite an electron
from valence to conduction band, but causes lattice vibra-
tion) and heat rejected as a result of non-radiative
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recombination of minority carriers. Heat rejected can be
estimated from energy balance of the PV cell (Fig. 1a and
b)

QEmitter!PV ¼ QPV!Emitter þ P electric þ Qcooling: ð26Þ
2.3. Absorber/emitter

The absorber/emitter is the intermediate body between
the solar irradiance and the PV cell; it absorbs the concen-
trated solar power from one side via a photonics crystal
absorber and emits thermal radiation towards the PV cells
from the other side with tailored spectrum. The purpose of
the absorber/emitter is to convert the broad solar spectrum
to a narrower thermal spectrum, which can match better
the peak of the PV cell quantum efficiency curve.

Assuming that the STPV system is enclosed in a perfect
vacuum, we only consider radiative heat transfer in solving
the energy conservation equation in the absorber/emitter.
The absorber absorbs portion of incident solar radiation

Qsolar;abs ¼ Qsolar;inc � Qsolar;ref

¼ Aansuns

Z 1

0

1� qa kð Þð Þqsolar;inc kð Þdk; ð27Þ

where nsuns is the solar concentration and qa kð Þ is the pho-
tonic crystal spectral reflectivity. For opaque bodies, spec-
tral emissivity is related to spectral reflectivity by
1 ¼ �a kð Þ þ qa kð Þ. The absorber also loses heat to the sur-
rounding at ambient temperature via thermal radiation,
this can be calculated as

Qloss;Env;a ¼ Aa

�
Z 1

0

�a kð Þ Eb T emitter; kð Þ � Eb T env; kð Þð Þdk;

ð28Þ

where the temperature of the absorber/emitter is consid-
ered uniform. To decrease losses to the environment,
absorber area should be decreased relative to the emitter
area. The heat losses from the emitter area exposed to envi-
ronment can be calculated for the planar arrangement
(Fig. 1a) using the following equation:

Qloss;Env;e ¼ ðAe � AaÞ

�
Z 1

0

�e kð Þ Eb T emitter; kð Þ � Eb T env; kð Þð Þdk;

ð29Þ

and for the cylindrical arrangement (Fig. 1b) using

Qloss;Env;e ¼ Aa

�
Z 1

0

�e kð Þ Eb T emitter; kð Þ � Eb T env; kð Þð Þdk:

ð30Þ

Using energy balance on the absorber and emitter
together (refer to Fig. 1a and b) we get
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Qsolar;inc þ QPV!Emitter ¼ Qsolar;ref þ Qloss;Env;a

þ Qloss;Env;e þ QEmitter!PV ; ð31Þ

where QEmitter!PV is the net emitted power from the emitter
to the PV cell (after considering reflection) and QPV!Emitter is
the net emitted power from the PV cell to the emitter. Both
can be calculated from near-field radiation transfer (Eq.
(6)) taking into account the emitter area Ae. The only
unknown in the heat balance equation (Eq. (31)) is nsuns;
which is the solar concentration. The thermal efficiency
of the absorber/emitter is given by

gae ¼
QEmitter!PV

Qsolar;inc

; ð32Þ

where Qsolar;inc is defined as

Qsolar;inc ¼ Aansuns �
Z 1

0

qsolar;inc kð Þdk: ð33Þ

Tungsten is used for emitter and its temperature depen-
dent spectral emissivity is adopted from Lassner and
Schubert (1999), while the absorber is made of tantalum
which surface is covered by 2D photonic crystal to maxi-
mize solar energy absorption, its emissivity is adopted from
Lenert et al. (2014b).

Solving the minority carrier diffusion equation for
absorbed spectral near-field thermal radiation correspond-
ing to a given emitter temperature and separation distance,
we get the near-field STPV output power density, cooling
requirement, and TPV cell conversion efficiency. Upon
determining near-field thermal radiation exchange between
Table 1
Parameters used for simulating the near-field solar thermophotovoltaic
system.

Absorber (tantalum photonic crystal)

Emissivity �a Rinnerbauer et al. (2013)
(Fig. 1e)

Emitter (tungsten)

Emissivity �e Lassner and Schubert
(1999)

Dielectric constant Palik (1991)

Photovoltaic cell (In0.18Ga0.82Sb)

Band-gap energy Eg 0:56 eV
Donors concentration on the n-doped region

ND

1017 cm�3

Acceptors concentration on the p-doped
region NA

1019 cm�1

n-doped region thickness Ln 10 lm
p-doped region thickness Lp 0:4 lm
Dielectric constant of InSb Adachi (1999)
Dielectric constant of GaSb Adachi (1999)
Minority electrons diffusion coefficient De 35:18 cm2=s
Minority holes diffusion coefficient Dh 18:3 cm2=s
Minority electrons lifetime sn 5:5 ns
Minority holes lifetime sh 30:3 ns
Surface recombination velocities for the

minority electrons Se

2� 104 m=s

Surface recombination velocities for the
minority holes Sh

0 m=s
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the PV cell and the emitter, required absorbed solar radia-
tion can be determined by applying conservation of energy
for the absorber/emitter. Solar concentration can be esti-
mated from the required absorbed solar radiation for a
given area ratio, AR ¼ Ae=Aa.

3. Results and discussion

The near-field STPV system performance is evaluated
using parameters listed in Table 1 for different emitter tem-
peratures, separation distances, area ratios, and arrange-
ments. Fig. 3a illustrates the effect of area ratio and
separation distance on the absorber/emitter thermal effi-
ciency. For both planar and cylindrical arrangements,
decreasing separation distance increases the absorber/emit-
ter thermal efficiency due to the effect of near-field radia-
tion. This can be explained by considering a constant
absorber/emitter temperature with variable separation dis-
tances. Radiation losses to the environment depend on the
absorber/emitter temperature so they will stay constant,
but decreasing the separation distance increases thermal
radiation transfer to the PV cell, resulting in increased
absorbed power from the sun. Increased solar absorption,
while keeping the losses to the environment constant,
increases the thermal efficiency. The thermal efficiency also
increases with increasing area ratio for both the planar and
the cylindrical arrangements; the result of decreasing the
absorber area (which has higher radiation losses due to
its high emissivity). For the planar arrangement, the max-
imum achievable thermal efficiency increases with decreas-
ing separation distance, while for the cylindrical
arrangement, the maximum achievable thermal efficiency
is the same for all separation distances. The maximum ther-
mal efficiency for the cylindrical arrangement occurs when
the absorbed solar irradiance is equal to the thermal power
transferred to the PV cell; this is because increasing the
area ratio doesnot affect losses to environment unlike in
planar arrangement. The optimum area ratio, which
achieves around 95% of the thermal efficiency for an infi-
nite area ratio, is plotted with corresponding thermal effi-
ciency in Fig. 3b. Although increasing the area ratio
increases the thermal efficiency, it has two drawbacks: the
increased solar concentration which may not be practical,
and the non-uniformity of the emitter temperature.

The solar concentration (shown in Fig. 4) generally
increases with decrease in separation distance and increase
in absorber/emitter temperature; this is due to the
increased power flux from emitter to the PV cell. For an
area ratio of one as shown in Fig. 4a, the cylindrical
arrangement requires more solar concentration than the
planar because the former’s emitter bottom area is exposed
to the environment and therefore loses more heat. A simi-
lar trend can be also seen in Fig. 4b for the optimum area
ratio results.

Output power density and cooling requirements of the
near-field STPV system are shown in Fig. 5 as a function
of separation distance and absorber/emitter temperature.
ld concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic microsystem: Part I – Model-
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Fig. 3. Absorber/emitter performance – (a) absorber/emitter thermal
efficiency versus area ratio for different separation distances and planar
and cylindrical arrangements at emitter temperature = 2000 K. (b)
Absorber/emitter performance at optimum area ratio for planar and
cylindrical arrangements.

Fig. 4. Solar concentration at different absorber/emitter temperatures and
planar and cylindrical arrangements – (a) for unit area ratio, (b) for
optimum area ratio.

Fig. 5. Output electrical power density and rejected heat per cm2 of the
PV cell.
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As predicted, the lower the separation distance and the
higher the emitter temperature, the higher the power densi-
ty due to the near-field radiation effects. Near-field radia-
tion increases the power density up to 50 times higher
than the far field-field value for separation distances less
than 5 nm. Unfortunately this increase in power density
is accompanied by increased solar concentration and
increased heat rejection (i.e., cooling requirements) both
of which may be design limitations. Typical solar concen-
tration for single Fresnel lens is approximately 4600
(Luque and Viacheslav, 2007), higher concentration may
be realized by complex optical system which will lead to
more losses. Cooling requirements may be a design limiting
factor, however significant progress has been recently real-
ized in the thermal management of high heat-flux microsys-
tems (Ndao et al., 2012a,b). Increased cell temperature is
typical and its implications on system performance has
been studied by Francoeur et al. (2011).

Conversion efficiency of near-field TPV is defined as

gTPV ¼
P m

QEmitter!PV

; ð34Þ

and depends on the separation distance and emitter tem-
perature (Fig. 6). As can be seen on the figure, the efficiency
plot features two peaks (21.5% at 10 nm and 18% at
Please cite this article in press as: Elzouka, M., Ndao, S. Towards a near-fie
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1000 nm), both of which are above the far-field efficiency
(16.5%). Total efficiency of near-field STPV system is
defined as

gSTPV ¼
P m

Qsolar;inc

¼ gTPV gae; ð35Þ

which depends on gTPV , system arrangement (planar or
cylindrical) and area ratio. Difference in efficiencies among
different area ratios is more evident for larger separation
distances (>10 nm). The highest STPV system conversion
ld concentrated solar thermophotovoltaic microsystem: Part I – Model-
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Fig. 6. TPV and STPV efficiencies at different absorber/emitter temperature and planar and cylindrical arrangements – (a) planar arrangement, unit area
ratio. (b) Cylindrical arrangement, unit area ratio. (c) Planar arrangement, optimum area ratio. (d) Cylindrical arrangement, optimum area ratio. (e)
Comparison between all arrangements at absorber/emitter temperature = 2000 K.
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efficiencies achieved, using the cylindrical arrangement
with optimum area ratio, are 16.8% at 10 nm and 14.2%
at 1000 nm.

4. Conclusions

This work investigates the performance of a near-field
Concentrated Solar Thermophotovoltaic (STPV) microsys-
tem. The results revealed an increase in absorber/emitter
thermal efficiency with decreasing emitter-to-PV cell separa-
tion distance. Emitter/absorber area ratio effects are found
to be negligible for small separation distances (around
10 nm) however significant at relatively larger separation
distances. Decreasing the separation distance increases PV
Please cite this article in press as: Elzouka, M., Ndao, S. Towards a near-fie
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cell output power density but also increases both solar con-
centration and cooling requirements; therefore the mini-
mum separation distance can be limited by solar
concentration of a single Fresnel lens ð�4600Þ or overall
heat transfer coefficients of available PV cell cooling solu-
tions. The highest achievable power density and corre-
sponding near-field STPV conversion efficiency based on
solar concentration criteria are 60 W=cm2 and 15.5%,
respectively. These were achieved at dc ¼ 20 nm and
T e ¼ 2000 K using a planar arrangement. The achieved
near-field STPV power density is exceptionally higher than
those of high efficiency solar cells which have been reported
to have maximum power densities in the order of
0:338 W=cm2 (Green et al., 2012).
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